The Good Old Days

by Katie Moore

By Katie Moore: The very history of Bridgewater State College, from its first day to the present, must never be exceeded in the value of the Library. Now Tuesday and Monday November 30th and 6th. This date and the next, the director of the Library, Miss Wilma, will be present. Readers and the public are invited to explore the Library and learn more about its resources.

On the Mid-East

by Nancy DeMott

Nancy DeMott wrote a letter to the editor of the Nov. 7, 1973 issue of the News about the GSA report. She stated that the GSA held their usual weekly meeting at 5pm on Tuesday. Under Committee Reports, Marianne McNiel said that student participation at the Undergraduates Curriculum Committee meetings has been poor. If you want to join the meeting, please show up at 5pm on Tuesday. The SGA amended the report regarding the performance of the police. The police were never evaluated again. Students have been really bad at establishing a procedure to handle appeals made to the police. It is made clear that the students have to follow the appeals process. The local boards have the right to decide what changes will be made to the police department.

The Good Old Days at BSC

by Katie Moore

The Good Old Days was a program of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts that sponsored the act that changes the term "classroom teachers, the faculty and develop other programs." The term "classroom teachers" will be sponsored by the act. The act changes the term "classroom teachers, the faculty and develop other programs." The term "classroom teachers" will be sponsored by the act. The act changes the term "classroom teachers, the faculty and develop other programs." The term "classroom teachers" will be sponsored by the act. The act changes the term "classroom teachers, the faculty and develop other programs." The term "classroom teachers" will be sponsored by the act.
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SGA Report

by Nancy DeMott

Nancy DeMott wrote a letter to the editor of the Nov. 7, 1973 issue of the News about the GSA report. She stated that the GSA held their usual weekly meeting at 5pm on Tuesday. Under Committee Reports, Marianne McNiel said that student participation at the Undergraduates Curriculum Committee meetings has been poor. If you want to join the meeting, please show up at 5pm on Tuesday. The SGA amended the report regarding the performance of the police. The police were never evaluated again. Students have been really bad at establishing a procedure to handle appeals made to the police. It is made clear that the students have to follow the appeals process. The local boards have the right to decide what changes will be made to the police department.
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UP YOUR PAPER!

Each week since the beginning of the school year, the Comment has managed to scrape up enough of a staff just to get an issue. What we've managed to scrape has been poorly printed. We've ordered all the stockpiles of the art pages, but we've lost half our announcements, notices, and what have you, etc. You can read the dirty pages and say, 'Uncle Jack said to do.' The paper won't all be tight or try to get the paper out.

What we need is a place for help. We can applaud a lot with a large staff, a little with a small staff, but nothing with only one or two people. If you want a good paper — you have to get the bare bones of some kind because the lack of help makes it so. The paper is lousy because the lack of editors makes it so. You can improve it, we've given all the time now.

We can do more. Now it's your hand. But then, no one is reading this.

MIV

Core Requirements:
A Student's Viewpoint
by Thomas Hickey

I am writing this article for two reasons, first to show my dismay over the turmoil at the divisional meetings concerning the core requirement, the working committee, the General Education Requirements, and secondly to express my personal feelings about the General Education Requirements and their place in the college curriculum. Let me start by new mail stimuli.

to date the G.E.R. has held open meetings on a divisional basis in the following composition of the Social Sciences. The last three of students was too small, little and non-reader.

There has been a discussion of the meeting in practically every issue of the Comment. The working paper published in the majority by both the Comment and the Hard Times. There is no excuse for this student.

The working paper is a document which can only be read after it has been discussed. The working paper is divided into three parts (A) the meetings for each of the requirements over 1/2 the 100 is required for graduation, (B) the other 50 is required for graduation. In the other one hundred

In concern with the requirements themselves, it is my feeling that the college should not duplicate what everyone has been exposed to in high school or junior high school. But that the greater responsibility lies with the student to be able to make his own decision to his credit. It is mere happenstance that he has some idea of what they mean, and with good counseling and some open to that we can do as to his degree and what he sees as important to his life. That is it necessary for him to take more courses in English.

That, when some other right down in numbers and quantity, etc. If you are interested in the development of a good paper, you want to get the bare bones of some kind because the lack of help makes it so. The paper is lousy because the lack of editors makes it so. You can improve it, we've given all the time now.

Students on the college campuses throughout the state have been expressed in letters to the editors of the Social Sciences. The last three of students was too small, little and non-reader.

Art Major Questionnaire

If you are interested in the development of an art major at Bridgewater State College, please be so kind to consider the questionnaire below and deliver it to Mrs. Bird, Secretary, Creative Arts Division, Humanities Building, by Tuesday, November 20th.

Name: 
Year: 
Major: 
Please list art courses taken at Bridgewater State.

Please list art courses you plan to take at Bridgewater State College.

We want you to know that:

A. Should Bridgewater State College develop an art major?

B. Art courses for the major were available, would you select a studio or history major? (Please write)

C. A studio major were available, would you select a studio or history major? (Please write)

From The Chief:

Letter to my Editorial Board,

I was recently disappointed to hear the Time-Pop Press was going to be re-publishing for the week of November 26th. I really would be interested in getting a member of the Management for writing that deeply felt piece. If you would, the time is up.

I didn't know that better, will, that I was not being peremptory.

From me and all those united with me.

JMB

The Chief:

Join The Comment

Welch Out of Grape Deal

by Bob Barber

(PS) — It appears unlikely the agreement between the United Farm Workers and the Teamsters union to collaborate on the grape strike after the 1963 contract expires will make the Teamsters, if it is renewed. The UFW has indicated it will continue to push for a better contract, but Teamster officials have indicated they are not prepared to make a deal with the grape growers.

The agreement stipulated the Teamsters would support the UFW in negotiations for a new agreement. The UFW has indicated it will continue to push for a better contract, but Teamster officials have indicated they are not prepared to make a deal with the grape growers.

The agreement stipulated the Teamsters would support the UFW in negotiations for a new agreement. The UFW has indicated it will continue to push for a better contract, but Teamster officials have indicated they are not prepared to make a deal with the grape growers.
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The agreement stipulated the Teamsters would support the UFW in negotiations for a new agreement. The UFW has indicated it will continue to push for a better contract, but Teamster officials have indicated they are not prepared to make a deal with the grape growers.

Biodegrability

(PS) — Researchers at Pennsylvania State University have found that at a certain point in the development of certain bacteria, a cell can be completely broken down by the bacteria. A glass bottle of a car's windshield is used to measure the amount of bacteria that can be broken down by a certain time. The results of this study will be published in a future issue of the journal of Biodegrability.
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supply and demand

The New Era of Scarcity is coming faster than anybody thought, stimulated by the Arab-Israeli war. Your home and office may be five degrees colder this winter because of the war, if the Arabs use their "oil weapons" which are possible.

Very likely the Administration will be pressed toward refueling in the petro-dollars. Just think of how well they handled other problems like the economy, inflation, the most shortages and the Iranian grain deal.

The Middle East war situation graphically the need of the UN, if we ignore it, is this shrinking world, where populations have already stretched to threats seen to strata basic raw materials. The well-heel United Nations is lucky, in some ways, but vulnerable in others. A satellite doesn't strike home, perhaps. We have its point, and the UN is forty-three years three months of its age. But the point is there when we are on a shortage.

When the situation is complete nerve-racking to the President. At his press conference the other day he was simply warned that without a market system the country much goods will not be delivered. The problem is not just the shortage. There are a couple more sentences on the President at the press conference.

"What about our policy is that we do not want new oil reserves. One day it will change a wealth of the United States. It is one good reason to support American and Indian technology, and to pay the price. But the country has a nasty way with domestic and is as far from the domestic that the states that are rich of the US.

But, and work it seemed that Rand would hold back facts in the sure, that the happiness of mankind may have changed the pattern. What pressure could the US gain?" The United Nations will have the authority to give the family of man and to give the people what they need. The American people need not be"..."

The reaction of Cuba is now working in the government. If the United States had a disinterested policy, and wanted to buy great men or men like me, then a private citizen denounced the state as not "underestimating [the] whole world, and needed to buy great men. I have been holding the banner abroad and not marked the difference between Nixon's office and Nixon's office. What is astonishing today is to see liberal L.F. Sears joining Senator Jackson in the same cause, and the last two points against Jackson against domestic. It is a genuine moral dilemma.

The referred "Jackass abuser" says he's not going to be called an abuser any longer. He is a liberalization evangelist for Jesus. He is a liberal abuser. Some really laugh like to Russia. Some like the left wing Sydneys want to be called "As for the Clare Street, because the approach of the President."
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REVIEW:

BLONDEL

by Skipper

They send off all these regular notices to the old-time Civil War stuff with all sorts of "background," strings, harmonies, etc., and somehow back there clicking away with some good old drill business. But when they came to the third cut, I grabbed the album cover to see what they were. I didn't really find out, though.

I don't know if that's the album title. On closer examination, I still find some names. Maybe some of you recognize them. I didn't. Eddie Rabbitt reads a guitar, Texas Wincديل (vocals, guitar, percussion, bass, drums), and, Simon Kiki (drums), Adrian Reekind (harmonica), and one L. Cover Was an Son. It's with TRAFFIC, of course.

It's a good album, but if you're really into hard rock, I wouldn't make any road dash for the bookstores to pick it up. I'm not really sure if you'd like it if you thought that Steve Winwood's presence would make it worthwhile.

It's soft, but decent. If nothing else, it might have you on some background, some atmosphere, some kind of a sudden emotional high.

They use them well.

THE LEAVING OF THE OLD MAN TIME: by Joseph W. Strouse

Old man time is a very old one; he never stirs running, says, "It takes too long."

He has no companion; he learns no more.

Just keeping collecting from year to year.

"Someone gonna be different, gonna step," he croa, "Just wait till you people die.

Gonna a different place and have me a cant."

I shut my bead.

When life is stepped there, I can dare.

I do not wonder. Anymore.

ONCE AND FOR ALL.

by Richard Shandman

This year's homecoming activities got an excellent start thanks to the Gay 'n' Night sponsored by the senior class. The only part of the night was the lack of male companionship for the numerous girls. If there were a chance to pick up a date for the Homecoming Ball, this was it.

In spite of the initial impression, the band proved to be one of the best in the state for a great first. They played masterpieces, which most people thought they had forgotten, and attempted a few contemporary songs. Out of the forty songs that the band proved to me.

The damn fool is holding his voice. He was brought front and center by the band leader and given an impressive standing ovation. It was received at the end of the night that the dollar admissions charge was small price to pay for good and unique music.

CARNAVAL A QUEBEC.

This year the Latin-Keeps were a huge hit on the campus and around the world. The Keeps, who are a popular band, were looking to make a name for themselves in the music world.

The Keeps went on tour to promote their new album, which was released earlier this year. The tour was highly anticipated by fans and critics alike.

The Keeps performed at various venues across the country, including universities, concert halls, and music festivals. Their energetic performances and unique sound earned them a dedicated fan base.

The Keeps' latest album, "Carnival," has been praised for its catchy melodies, thought-provoking lyrics, and compelling production. The album features a variety of musical styles, including rock, pop, and classical.

The band's popularity continues to grow, and they are expected to release their next album soon.

POETRY

With me poetry has been not-a purpose, but a passion; and the passio'should be reached, with an eye to the poetry compensations, or the more puerile compensations, of mankind.

Edgar Allan Poe

OLD MAN TIME: by Joseph W. Strouse

Old man time is a very old one; he never stirs running, says, "It takes too long.

He has no companion; he learns no more.

Just keeping collecting from year to year.

"Someone gonna be different, gonna step," he croa, "Just wait till you people die.

Gonna a different place and have me a cant.

I shut my bead.

When life is stepped there, I can dare.

I do not wonder. Anymore.

by David Huddle

Your brain yolk now waiting. And as for latest your mind in the wind.

Your brain yolk now waiting.

Your brain yolk now waiting.

by Richard Shandman

This year's homecoming activities got an excellent start thanks to the Gay 'n' Night sponsored by the senior class. The only part of the night was the lack of male companionship for the numerous girls. If there were a chance to pick up a date for the Homecoming Ball, this was it.

In spite of the initial impression, the band proved to be one of the best in the state for a great first. They played masterpieces, which most people thought they had forgotten, and attempted a few contemporary songs. Out of the forty songs that the band proved to me.

The damn fool is holding his voice. He was brought front and center by the band leader and given an impressive standing ovation. It was received at the end of the night that the dollar admissions charge was small price to pay for good and unique music.
The Boston Celtics Women's Double Free Throw Contest

For Women 18 to 35... Complete in Boston Garden And Win Official NBA Basketball-Times Watch. Grand Prize in the winning team is a trip to the La Costa Hotel in San Diego. Calendar to compete against 18 other teams representing Mr. Shaffer’s Clubs in Colleges and High Schools

Contest will be held at the Celtics-Bucks game at Boston Garden, Tuesday November 23rd

For further information, contact: Yvonne Foolihan or Jeremy Richman at 617-495-1666.

Boston Celtics Women's Double Free Throw Contest

The Winfield Club of Boston, Inc.

People's Bicentennial Commission Launches Tea Party Campaign

The National Office of the People's Bicentennial Commission is projecting the opening of a People's Bicentennial Commission in a Tea Party Campaign that will focus on the American Revolution. People's Bicentennial Commission spokesmen said yesterday that the new program will be modeled on the success of the recent Tea Party demonstrations.

The People's Bicentennial Commission opened the campaign on November 1st with a series of events in various cities throughout the country. The commission announced today that it will be launching a national Tea Party in the spring of 1974.

The campaign will focus on the American Revolution and its impact on the nation's future. People's Bicentennial Commission spokesmen said that the Tea Party will be a way for citizens to come together and discuss the issues that are important to them.

The commission is planning a series of events, including rallies, parades, and speeches, to mark the bicentennial of the American Revolution. The commission is also working on a national campaign to educate Americans about the importance of the Revolution.

Supreme Court to Rule on Housing Ordinances

The Supreme Court will rule on the constitutionality of the new housing ordinance in Boston. The ordinance, which was passed by the Boston City Council, requires landlords to provide housing for low-income residents and limits the amount of money that can be charged for rent.

The ordinance has been challenged by several landlords and organizations, who argue that it is unconstitutional and violates the right of property owners to use their property as they see fit.

The court is expected to rule on the constitutionality of the ordinance by the end of this year. The ruling will have significant implications for the future of housing in Boston and other cities across the country.
THE S.G.A. Fable
-AMENDED-

By Michael Vieira

Long, long ago there was a little room called the S.G.A. The room was small and narrow, but it was the only place where students could gather to discuss important issues. The room was located in the basement of the Old Campus, just below the Student Center. Inside the room, there were several tables and chairs, and a small window at the back. The walls were adorned with posters and flyers, and the atmosphere was lively and energetic.

The S.G.A. was an important organization on campus, serving as a voice for the students and working to address their concerns. The S.G.A. was made up of elected representatives from each of the four colleges, and they met regularly to discuss issues such as budgets, facilities, and campus policies.

On this particular meeting, the S.G.A. members discussed a number of issues, including the need for more funding for the student newspaper, The Comment. The members debated the merits of the proposal, and after much discussion, a motion was made to approve the funding. The motion passed, and the S.G.A. members felt a sense of accomplishment.

The S.G.A. continued to meet throughout the year, addressing a wide range of issues and working to improve the College of New York. The members were dedicated and passionate, and they played an important role in shaping the College of New York as we know it today.
**Merry Christmas, maybe.**

On Thursday, December 13, from 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. in the student center: The annual SNEA Meeting will be held. Come on campus to get your views heard. The SNEA is the student body organization that represents the undergraduate students of Bridgewater State College.

---

**Project People**

**Training New Staff**

Project People is a primarily student-operated community agency offering the services of a helpful and drop-in center for community residents. Our goal is to build on the concept of helping people help themselves. Our staff and training program is based on the concept of self-help and drop-in center for community residents. Our goal is to build on the concept of helping people help themselves.

---

**SNEA Meeting**

- **with Dr. Dickinson, Mr. Harper, Mr. Baker**
- **Nov. 27: 10:00 a.m. S.U. Ballroom**
- Anyone is welcome to attend! Come with questions you'd like to ask.

---

**Project People Training New Staff**

- Our primary concern is in training new staff members to become effective members of the Project People staff. We believe that the most effective way to do this is through a training program. We have designed a training program to help new staff members become effective members of the Project People staff.

---

**Glenwood College of Law**

- **1443 N. Glenwood Ave**
- **Bridgewater, MA 02320**
- **(617) 258-3250**

---

**Discount Prices**

- **Special Student Discount on selected other items**
- **PIC & DISC**

**27 Central Sq. (across from the common)**

**Bridgewater 697-2229**

Open: Mon, Wed, Thur, Fri: 9:30-9:00 Tues, Sat, 9:30-6:00
SPORTS

B.S.C. Bears Could Tie School Record

The Bears of Bridgewater State College could set the school record for most games won in a season this Saturday as they travel to Framingham for their last game of the year.

Currently 4-4, after last weekend's tough loss to Curry at homecoming, the Bears could wind up with a 7-5 season if they defeat Framingham, which is 6-3 so far.

The BSC's motor football players, in their final contest, and win the weekend will make up for some of the disappointments of the Curry loss.

In that match the Bears regained Curry on the ground, 285 yards to 175 yards, but turnovers and a determined Curry defense wouldn't permit a BSC score even though the Bears managed to come close several times.

Coach Pete Mazzaferro will say goodbye to six of his seniors this weekend when the Bears battle Framingham. The seniors are Jim Hackenson and Tom Perry, Jim Toole, John Egan; Jim Hackenson and Mike Pirelli.

Kick-off is scheduled for 1:30 P.M., Small gym.

Is B.S.C. a Dead-Beat Campus?

Attention! For those of you who continuously claim that there is nothing to do on the B.S.C. campus, we have two words for you. We refer you to the Campus Lancer (Issue No. 5). That will show you that we have our own student organized entertainment center which promises to be exciting, as there is everything from football to ice hockey and swimming to fraternities.

The Bears play Framingham on Saturday and we are all sure that they can win.

For BSC's senior football players, this is their final contest. The meet promises to be exciting, as there is everything from football to ice hockey and swimming to fraternities. And the final contest is the Homecoming game with Curry because B.S.C. is B.S.C.

There is no sports write-up on the Homecoming game with Curry because there is no sports writer.

by Pat Krebo, Jr.
and Carol Filtro

RESEARCH

Thousands of Topics
$2.75 per page

... or call me at (213) 477-8474

... or call me at (213) 477-8474

... or call me at (213) 477-8474

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
111941 Wilshire Blvd., Suite #2
Los Angeles, Calif. 90025

(213) 477-8474 or (213) 477-8475

For research material, call:

(213) 477-8474

VILLAGE EAST LOUNGE

6 NIGHTS

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

96 Ames St. Brockton
off N. Main or Montello St.

388-2568

PROPER DRESS PLEASE

SWIM TEAM

Bridgewater - The Bridgegewater State College Swimming team formally opened its 1973-74 season with the Second Annual "Bird in White" Invitational Swimming Meet this Thursday, November 2nd at 7:30 P.M.

The program will feature scholastic events, in which the team will be split into two relatively equal teams. In addition, relay events will be furnished by Coach Joe Vedovino, in order to familiarize the swimmers with the sport of competitive swimming. Assistant Coach George Polatis will serve as referee and starter.

The meet promises to be exciting, as there is a swatch of new freshmen and transfer student talent on the ringer this year.

Last year's meet ended with a 200-yard freestyle relay.

RESERVATIONS

PROPER DRESS PLEASE

Appearing now:

Jimmy Vee
and
The Common People

Westbands present B.S.C. I.D.

Admission $1.00

Wednesday is Ladies Night

(Discount rates on Ladies' drinks)